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Intent 
Music 

 
Through our Badock’s Wood E-ACT Academy Music Curriculum we aim to provide children with a broad and balanced, knowledge-rich mastery curriculum which 

challenges children to develop their musical creativity and curiosity through practical and exploratory opportunities. They will develop as performers, composers, 

improvisors and listeners through a range of historical periods, genres, styles, composers and traditions.  

Music is sequenced carefully at Badock’s Wood to ensure that previous knowledge and technical vocabulary is revisited and built on for coherence. Each unit allows 

children to develop their skills in listening and appraising, improvising and composing, and performing showing progression and consistency throughout the school. 

Children have access to musical instruments which enhance the children’s creative ability and opportunities to apply what they have learned. 

 In EYFS, KS1 & KS2 children will progress through experimenting with body percussion to composing using tuned musical instruments, as well as listening to a variety of 

sounds to appraising a range of music based on the style further up the school. In EYFS children look at storytelling through music and the elements of a big band. This is 

developing further in KS1 where children will begin to use technical terminology, such as tempo and dynamics, to appraise and compose music based on different stories 

and styles, as well as use graphic notation. The complexity of music progresses in KS1, allowing pupils to experiment with the pentatonic scale, explore music from 

different cultures and begin to use more formal methods of notation. Moving through the curriculum in this way enables pupils to apply their prior and new learning in 

meaningful ways and develop as musicians. Our music curriculum challenges pupils to explore curiously and creates a solid foundation of understanding which will make 

them confident and inquisitive learners.   
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Curriculum Overview 
 Autumn Term  

 
Spring Term 

 
Autumn Term 

 

EYFS Musical stories Exploring sound Big band 

Year 1 Pitch and tempo Timbre and rhythmic patterns Chanting and tuned percussion 

Year 2 Myths and legends Musical me Orchestral instruments 

Year 3 Ballads 
Pentatonic melodies and 

composition 
Traditional instruments and 

improvisation  

Year 4 Body and tuned percussion Rock and roll 
Changes in pitch, tempo and 

dynamics/adapting and transposing 
motifs 

Year 5 Composition and notation South and West Africa Blues 
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Year 6 Dynamics, pitch and tempo Advanced rhythms 
Composing and performing a leavers 

song 

Planning 
HLP  
The HLP for history and HLP for geography can be found on the OneDrive;  
Badock’s Wood 2021-2022- HLP- Music  
 

The HLP outlines the topics that need to be covered by each year group for each term. The HLP will detail;  
• Powerful Knowledge 
• Content (mostly substantive) 
• Themes (mostly disciplinary) 
• Concepts (overarching ‘big ideas’) 
• Summative Assessment 

  

MTP  
Each year group has a separate MTP document. Within this document you will find: key vocabulary, prior learning, outcomes, lesson questions, 
knowledge, national curriculum coverage, links to other subjects, disciplinary knowledge and formative and summative assessment. This will be used to 
support STP. 
Badock’s Wood 2021-2022- MTP- Music 

  

STP  
STP will be completed using Smart/PowerPoint and saved on the one drive. Music will be taught alternate weeks (fortnightly) throughout each term. 
Badock’s Wood 2021-2022- Planning- Term ? – Music 
The Kapow materials to support STP (videos, slides and plans) can be found on the Kapow website. 
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Exercise Book Expectations 

Children will record graphic scores and notation on a sheet (found on the OneDrive) which will then be stuck in curriculum books with a date and title. The end of unit 

knowledge assessment quiz will also be done in books. All instances of performance should be recorded as a video and uploaded to Seesaw as evidence (at least 2 a unit).  

Lesson Structure 
What we do     Why we do it     What we do it     Why we do it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recall/Retrieval  
-In advance of each unit of work, 

prerequisite knowledge is assessed, 

identified gaps in knowledge are closed 

before the unit starts. 

-Typically, 4/5 questions verbal or written. 

Positioning  
-State the lesson component or question. 
-Highlight where the lesson stands within 

the unit of work. 

 Vocabulary 
-Explicit teaching of key vocabulary with 

definitions and images. 

-Repeated use of vocabulary with 

signposting throughout the lesson. 

-To activate prior knowledge.  

-To develop schema and links to long 

term memory. 

-To aid teachers’ subject knowledge 

across all year groups, not just their 

own. 

-To help pupils understand the 

sequence of learning and how the 

lessons links to others within the unit. 

-To help pupils understand important 

and useful words. 

-To help pupils learn and remember 

key vocabulary and to integrate it into 

new areas. 

Plan small steps as 

appropriate 

Check and review 
-Focus on the core learning from the 
lesson. 
-Use exit questions to support assessment 
for learning. 

-Develop strategies with pupils for 

remembering what they have learnt. 

 

Teach It 

Explicit 

Modelling 

Practice It 
Questioning, check 

for understanding. 

Do It 

Independent,  

deepen, feedback 

-Lessons are broken down into 

challenging but manageable small steps 

to help pupils remember complex 

materials. 

-Teach It: when new material is being 

introduced, explicit instruction gives 

pupils the information they need to 

engage. EI puts less load on working 

memory, supports EAL learners and 

gives all pupils consistent, clear 

language in each step of instruction. 

-Practice/Do It: ‘Practice It’ allows 

teachers to check that pupils are clear 

with the steps and ready to work 

independently. ‘Do It’ allows pupils to 

rely more on themselves and less on the 

teacher to complete the learning task. 

-Ongoing review throughout the cycle 

allows teachers to check for 

misconceptions and give clear, direct 

feedback. 

-The cycle is repeated as necessary as 

per small steps. 

 

-Formative assessment is 
used to check pupils 
understanding and to inform 
future teaching. It helps pupils 
embed and use knowledge 
fluently. 
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Included on PPT plan: 
-An overview of SEND/EAL support for the lesson including which wave 
of support and the resources required. 
-Key Questions to support assessment and deepen understanding. 
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Assessment 
Prior Knowledge 

Before each unit, children will be quizzed using 4/5 questions on the prior knowledge needed for the unit. This will then be used to inform teaching. 
 

Retrieval 

Retrieval practise is at the start of every lesson. An important purpose of this is to ensure pupils retain key knowledge long-term. Regular use of targeted 
questioning/responses is used for formative assessment during lessons. Exit questions are used and feed into reteaching sessions, assess the lessons core 
knowledge and are used to evaluate pupils learning. They support staff to plan subsequent reteach actions if needed.  
 

KS1 & KS2 End of Unit Quizzes 

At the end of each unit, pupils will complete an end of unit quiz. This will be 5 questions about the topic they have learnt and will enable pupils to demonstrate 
the knowledge that they have acquired throughout the unit. Music will also be assessed through the final performance which will be recorded and uploaded to 
Seesaw. 
 

Pupil Voice 

Teachers, subject leaders and senior leaders will collect pupil voice through pupil conferencing termly to assess how well the pupils have learnt the 
curriculum. This is a great opportunity for pupils to show what they know.  

Knowledge Organisers 
 

Music will have Knowledge organisers that are shared with the children prior to the unit on Seesaw with a voice over, explaining the unit. 
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Working Walls 
 

Music will not have working walls. 

 

 


